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SUMMARY 

Rail is promoted as the "green" alternative over other forms of transport with many high level policies laws and 
regulations published for achieving environmental sustainability but there seem to be few examples of practical 
application in the signalling and control systems industry. 

This paper firstly looks to establish some boundaries and define what sustainability means in the signalling and 
control system context. Then it goes on to explore whether Australian Railway efforts to meet government targets 
and legislation for sustainability, as may be applicable to signalling and control systems projects, are actually 
worth the effort and investment. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Whether you are a climate change sceptic or not across the world the rising cost of energy with the increasing 
focus on sustainability increasingly affects rail industry operations. In Australia a component of energy cost is due 
to the Australian Government “Carbon Tax” policy. Now is an opportune time to review what contribution 
signalling and control systems (S&C) projects can make in reducing energy consumption. This paper looks at 
S&C systems from an energy perspective to provoke some discussion about the value of achieving sustainability 
and its contribution (or not) to a business case.  

First a definition of sustainability; Australia’s National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development defines 
sustainable development as “Using, conserving and enhancing the community's resources so that ecological 
processes, on which life depends, are maintained, and the total quality of life, now and in the future, can be 
increased”. As this is such an all encompassing definition for this paper sustainability focusses on Rail system 
energy use. 

Now, an explanation about being “worth the candle”. In the 15th century, candles were as significant a drain on 
household expenses as is the electricity bill today. If a game was considered lacking in merit, it wasn't worth the 
expense of burning a candle to create enough light to partake in it. The game not being worth the candle means 
that the advantages to be gained from doing something are not worth the effort involved. 

2 Government Policies 

2.1 Carbon Tax 

In Australia the Government will place a levy of $23 per tonne of carbon dioxide generated by so-called ‘major 
polluters’ from 1 July 2012.  It is intended that a carbon price will create economic incentives for the biggest 
polluters to reduce their emissions of greenhouse gases. 

The introduction of a carbon price is intended to have two impacts: 

Firstly, it creates a financial incentive to reduce carbon pollution in the cheapest possible way. This will encourage 
businesses across the whole economy to reduce their pollution. Economists and independent institutions like the 
Productivity Commission have demonstrated that market mechanisms like a carbon price are the cheapest ways 
of reducing pollution. 

Secondly, it provides incentives to invest in clean energy, and will change Australia’s electricity generation by 
encouraging investment in renewable energy like wind and solar power and the use of cleaner fuels like natural 
gas. In this way, introducing a price on carbon will make lower-polluting technologies more competitive and 
hopefully create the economies of scale that will trigger the transformation of the economy towards a clean 
energy future. [1] It is worth noting that energy efficiency is one of the four main expected outcomes. 
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The whole carbon price / Carbon Tax debate is a political "hot issue". It is a policy decision to encourage industry 
to act in their own self interest to switch to renewable energy and reduce energy consumption. There is a touch of 
Adam Smith’s “not so invisible hand” at work here.  

The Federal Government has set up a model that to promote a certain set of behaviours - whether the market 
forces match the model remains to be seen. 

3 ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES (EEO) 

To frame the types of EEO available below is a brief snapshot of the Australian Rail Industry, with essentially 3 
types of railway in Australia;  

1. Suburban electrified with mostly passenger traffic and varying amounts of locomotive hauled traffic; 

2. Interstate non electrified locomotive hauled freight with limited passenger traffic; and 

3. Heavy Haul mining railways electrified (Queensland) and non electrified Hunter Valley (New South 
Wales) and Pilbara (Western Australia) 

 

The Energy Efficiency Opportunities Act 2006 and associated regulations as implemented per the Energy 
Efficiency Opportunities Regulations and Energy Efficiency Opportunities Industry Guidelines [2] is mandatory for 
corporations that use more than 0.5 petajoules (PJ) of energy in a given year. So this applies to most Australian 
Rail Operators.  

The intent of the program is to build industry capability in the conduct of energy efficiency assessments and 
encourage corporations to take due account of energy efficiency factors in key decision-making processes. 

The program appears to be a good process to identify areas for investment to reduce energy use.  

3.1 Suburban Railway Energy Use and EEO 

So what sort of energy use does a typical Australian Suburban Railway Network use? Referring to Figure 1 we 
can see that 76% of energy is used for electric and diesel traction and 4% for Rail Infrastructure of which a 
proportion would be S&C systems, which are typically not metered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Typical Australian Suburban Network Energy Use [3] 

So S&C infrastructure systems are not, on the face of it, the most significant area for improvement. So let’s have 
a look at some initiatives from some of the EEO published data starting with operator RailCorp; [3] the Sydney 
network operator.  

Energy Efficient Train Driving Practices 

RailCorp has undertaken an assessment on energy efficient train driving techniques to gain an understanding of 
how driving techniques influence energy consumption across RailCorp’s electric fleet and to determine the 
optimal techniques for maximising energy efficiency on the RailCorp network.  
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The study demonstrated that there are opportunities to improve the energy efficiency of RailCorp’s electric fleet 
through the incorporation of energy efficient driving techniques and principles. The assessment findings have 
been used to provide guidance on energy efficient driving within RailCorp’s Professional Driving Guide. 

Energy Efficiency in Train Stabling 

RailCorp has undertaken a detailed assessment of its train stabling practices. Trains are taken out of service and 
stabled when they are not required during off-peak times and overnight. The assessment found that auxiliary 
systems such as carriage lighting and air conditioning systems sometimes remain active while trains are stabled 
for train cleaning, service preparation and reliability reasons.  

The assessment identified opportunities to optimise train shut down practices to save energy where objectives 
such as safety and reliability are not compromised. Over the past year RailCorp has been piloting improved shut 
down procedures at a number of stabling locations. 

For modern trains with effective regenerative braking systems and high energy recovery, the standing energy 
consumption (lighting and Air Conditioning) can outweigh the traction energy usage. 

Energy Efficient Saloon Lighting within Tangaras 

RailCorp has developed prototype LED strip lighting that may be directly retrofitted into Tangara carriages to 
replace the existing fluorescent lamps. The LED retrofit is compatible with existing diffusers. Initial trials within an 
operational carriage have demonstrated that the LEDs retrofits offer excellent lighting levels while significantly 
lowering lighting power consumption. This initiative will be fully evaluated at the completion of the trial period. 

Summarising the above; driving techniques – coasting, turning the power off when stabling and substitution of 
lamps for LED are all things we are encouraged to do when driving our cars or saving power around the home. 

3.2 Other Australian Railways EEO 

Looking at other improvement themes from other railways, the Public Transport Authority of Western Australia 
concentrated on its office energy reduction as new B series trains fitted with regenerative braking, introduced 
from 2004, had reduced demand by 20% [4]. 

V/Line (the Victorian intrastate operator) concentrated on railcar depot energy use, change to LED lighting etc. [5]  

National freight companies such as Asciano concentrated on better use of diesel fuel through fuel injection 
atomisers and wheel and bogie condition monitoring to improve maintenance practice and reduce drag from 
defective wheels. [6] 

Some large predominately passenger organisations such as Metro Trains in Melbourne and Queensland Rail in 
Brisbane have not yet made any EEO information available on the Federal government web site but it is likely 
that similar improvements will be identified. 

3.3 EEO Impact? 

As rail is a “Green” alternative to other modes of transport rail operations it is likely that there will be increased 
patronage, traffic density and increased energy consumption. This impact when combined with increases in 
diesel and electricity prices will encourage implementation of energy efficiency projects to reduce operating costs 
and also improve the return on investment for energy efficiency initiatives.  

From the EEO schemes above traction is a focus area with the identified improvements going so far but a step 
change will be required to realise further benefits. Capital investment in projects to avoid or reduce energy use 
seems inevitable when the carbon price effects flow through the economy. 

The overall presumption is that Australian Railways organisations will be "forced" economically - to reduce their 
carbon footprint and use natural resources responsibly, avoid waste and pollution, and manage related risks.  Will 
government owned railways and private railways actually comply or simply transfer to costs to the users?  
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4 TRACKSIDE  

4.1 Smart Grid 

Smart Grid is term that is widely used in the context of sustainability but what does it mean? It would appear that 
the term is enabling infrastructure that allows distributed resource integration i.e.  

“A smart grid is one that incorporates information and communications technology into every aspect of electricity 
generation, delivery and consumption in order to: minimize environmental impact; enhance markets; improve 
service; reduce costs and improve efficiency. This definition is basically about leveraging gains in the 
convergence of communication, computer hardware, and software technologies adding intelligence to the electric 
power industry infrastructure. This is the normal evolutionary path of technology development that has occurred in 
other industries such as telecom, industrial process control system development, and the entertainment media 
industry. This technology evolution applies to the electric power industry in the same manner and is referred to as 
the smart grid.” [7] As you can see from the above quote about Smart Grid there are an abundance of “buzz” 
words with little practical meaning. 

Generation and transmission capacity seems to be based on an occasional peak load. The transmission 
infrastructure is expensive to replace and maintain and until poles, wires and generation are optimised to match a 
lower demand the user will see a large proportion of their bill being for infrastructure replacement. Smart Grid 
seems to offer the supply industry a better feedback on demand and the opportunity to reduce investment on 
infrastructure. 

There are many issues in developing a Smart Grid some are competing and emergent standards for integration, 
lack of political will and cost because it is difficult to see in the short term how the user will benefit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adopting the complete smart grid concept would not be readily applicable to S&C projects as turning off the 
signalling system to save power may compromise the safe and reliable operation of the system. Perhaps if we 
considered a different signalling power distribution system where the primary source of power was from improved 
battery technology (back to the future here!) perhaps reducing supply voltages could save some load. However 
metering to identify actual power consumption across the whole railway organisation could realise useful data and 
allow more accurate quantification of energy use for specific energy efficiency improvement business case 
justification.  

Notice the similarities of the Electrical distribution switching with S&C systems that have similar command and 
data acquisition functions already, however these are optimised for safe train movement not necessarily for 
minimising energy use unless we consider a modern metro, (there are none in Australia.), where the trackside 
system is an integrated part of train operations.  

4.2 Signalling Trackside 

Now let’s look at a comparison of the energy efficiency of some of our main Trackside systems and how these 
might change over time.  

“Smart Grid software that will show households their electricity consumption every 15 minutes - via an in-
home display, TV, computer or phone. ''You can look at day-to-day, week-to-week, compare yourself to 
other people in your neighbourhood, to the industry average, set up little networks or get on to energy 
saving blogs, and look at - based on your consumption pattern, using our green price, or our time of use 
price - what your total bill will look like.'' 

Smart meters will also allow retailers to manage energy demand - for example by cycling an air-conditioner 
during times of peak load. ''We might have the compressor on for 15 minutes, then the fan for 15, and you 
won't even notice that inside … but what that effectively does is halve the demand from your home and if 
you do that over hundreds of thousands of homes that peak is nowhere near as severe.'' Which saves 
energy and lowers costs all round.” [8] 
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Figure 2 Comparison table of different Trackside loads 

Figure 2 above compares the major elements of signalling and control systems and their associated loads. Three 
scenarios are presented:- 

• Old representing most legacy systems;  

• New representing replacement technology; and  

• Future being a system with minimal trackside equipment.  

Some key points about energy use that arise from the table are: 

4.3 Standing Loads 

Track circuits form a base load for most systems with axle counter technology is slowly gaining acceptance and 
offering lower power consumption. 

The change from incandescent lamp to LED is occurring in most railways in Australia, some organisations have 
replaced over half their lamps.  

Relay interlockings use more power than Computer Based Interlockings (CBI). However, CBI usually requires the 
use of UPS and air conditioning for intensive train operations. So while CBI offers many other benefits in 
metropolitan areas the energy savings are relatively modest.  

Most of the replacement technologies are “bolt on” renewals and don’t fundamentally change the system design. 

Most signalling equipment is DC based i.e. relays, most electronic equipment Jointless Track Circuits, axle 
counters, CBI, yet to save copper in cables we distribute power using AC low voltage (up to 1,000V) and 
transform/rectify multiple times each time losing energy mosly via heat throughout the process.  

Perhaps we should look to a higher voltage distribution with localized power supplies based more on DC with 
advanced battery backup? 

4.4 Intermittent Loads 

Those railways either with foresight or happenstance that that use compressed air for points operation are well 
positioned to make use of off peak electricity and use the air reservoirs and possibly the pipes to store energy for 
later use. Whilst the Transport for NSW sustainable design guidelines suggests the use of pneumatic and/or 
hydraulic driven maintenance equipment or other suitable efficient power systems [9] for building systems this is 
equally relevant for signalling trackside systems and points operation in particular.  

Signalling and Control System

Standing Loads Baseline Replacement  Future?  

Old New Load Future?  

Train Detection Track circuits Axle Counter Less Train Integrity 0

Signals Lamps LED Less Cab Signalling 0

Interlocking Relay CBI Distributed Less CBI/RBC Centralised Less

Train Protection Trainstops/AWS/TPWS ETCS L1 Less ERTMS L2 or L3 0

Traffic Management Signal Box Control Centre Less

Network Management 

Centre Same

Intermittent Loads

Points Electric/Pneumatic Electric/Pneumatic Same Pneumatic Less

Train Protection Trainstops/AWS/TPWS 0 0

Level Crossings Relay GCP Less GCP Same
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4.5 Future - Avoidance 

The best situation from an energy perspective would be to transfer trackside equipment loads to on board 
systems, examples being train integrity instead of train detection, train protection L1 to L2 or L3 using cab 
signalling to remove signals so that the standing loads can be avoided. 

All of these approaches rely on the onboard system working in tandem with a centralised traffic management 
system/interlocking to improve energy efficiency. What about the necessary pre-requisite, a reliable radio 
system? Radio base stations are required to provide sufficient radio coverage dependent on the type of rail 
operations. So there could be some extra energy consumption from the radio system with it’s distributed loads 
serving base stations and critical network switches. 

This approach has some dis-benefits for train operators from an energy perspective as more onboard systems 
mean more weight and less energy efficiency perhaps.  

4.6 Consolidation for efficiency 

Looking at the rail context, buildings that house Network Management Centres (complete with centralised 
RBC/IL/TMS etc) will be designed to use very little energy to conform to project legislative requirements. [9]  

These buildings should have the capability to reduce their dependence on the grid using solar heating/cooling 
systems and possibly solar arrays to generate electricity back to the grid. There are however some drawbacks 
from the energy supplier perspective as this localised power generation could lead to more variability in both 
voltage and frequency. The use of renewable energy could lead to lots of power that is weather dependent e.g. 
solar or wind power in one area destabilising the grid with on-again, off-again type operation. So until the energy 
supply industry come up with some solutions, via the Smart Grid approach we could see more instability of both 
voltage and frequency that could adversely affect signalling power supplies.  

As we have seen above the signalling and control system has limited opportunities for energy conservation 
unless a step change is made to reduce trackside equipment. But as the S&C system is the generator of safe 
movement authorities and when these are combined with active train regulation to optimise traffic movements 
there are opportunities for energy conservation. 

5 SYSTEM ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

Energy management revolves around taking a whole system view towards train regulation and not taking a silo 
approach between Railway Operations and the Signalling and Control System [10]. A whole railway approach is 
fine when the railway is integrated (combined Railway Undertaking (Operator) and Infrastructure Manager) as the 
business case is augmented. However, dependent on the type of driver assist system used to manage energy 
consumption there are a range of possible outcomes for both the Operator and the Infrastructure. 

5.1 Driver Assist  

Driver Assist or Eco driving type systems can provide benefits in reduction in energy consumption. Studies have 
shown that with the same train, with the same timetable, on the same track, there can be a huge variation in 
energy consumption due to different styles adopted by drivers in managing their trains. [11]  

There are several types of driver assist type systems on the market ranging from simple to complex in summary 
there are those that: 

1. Rely on driver education and behaviour to influence train driving and may include trackside signage 
such as Coasting Boards 

2. Use a database of track parameters and an offline timetable along with an onboard optimisation 
system with a “speed up, slow down, coast” type indication, with an architecture typically independent 
of the infrastructure managed Traffic Management System e.g. Metro Miser originally used in the 
Adelaide Suburban network and now abandoned [12] or its derivative Freight Miser (now Energy 
Miser) used by Pacific National. [13]  
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3. Extend the capability of the train onboard system to give Cruise Control (using the Train Trip Planner 
and GPS) e.g. a GE Trip Optimizer type system [14] or Advisory Information e.g. a Bombardier EBI 
Drive 50 type system. [15]  

4. Use the positional information from an ATP/ETCS system, provide centralised timetable updates, 
Temporary Speed Restrictions and movement authorities from the Traffic Management System, e.g.  a 
Level 1 CATO system [16],  

5. Are based on the previous system, with the addition of a dynamic train running predictor system to 
deal with conflicts, prioritisation, dwell times (i.e. a Metro style Automatic Train Supervisory System but 
for mixed traffic) along with Automatic Train Operation to reduce or remove driver variability altogether. 

 

Figure 3 Screen shot of CATO Driver Machine Interface (Courtesy Transrail Sweden AB) 

5.2 Options for Energy Management 

In Figure 4 below we see my summary of the different Energy Management Driver Assist options and where the 
costs and benefits arise from the perspective of above rail (Operators), below rail (Infrastructure Managers) or 
Integrated Railways with mainly Suburban passenger traffic that also provide third party access for locomotive 
hauled stock.  

Option 1 2 3 4 5

Key Factors
Operator IM Integrated Operator IM Integrated Operator IM Integrated Operator IM Integrated Operator IM Integrated

Reduced Energy Diesel √ N/A √ √√ N/A √√ √√ N/A √√ √√ N/A √√ √√√ N/A √√√

Reduced Energy Traction # √ √ # √√ √√ # √√ √√ # √√ √√ # √√√ √√√

Maximise use of track N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A √ √ N/A √√ √√

Consistent Train 

Performance
√ N/A √ √√ N/A √√ √√ N/A √√ √√ N/A √√ √√√ N/A √√√

Investment Cost √ N/A √ √√ N/A √√ √√√ N/A √√√ √√ √√ √√√√ √ √√√ √√√√

Duplication of Systems N/A N/A N/A √ N/A √ √ N/A √ N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Key

√ The more ticks the larger the factor reduced or increased

# Operators may benefit  from lower access charges if on board electrical use metered

N/A Not applicable

Driver Education
Advice Speed Up Coast 

Static Timetable
On Board Cruise Control 

Centralised Update  

Driver Assist with ATP

Centralised Dynamic Train 

Running Predictor 

ATS/ATO/ATP

 

Figure 4 Energy Management Options 
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Lets consider the simpler solutions Options 1 - 3 versus the most complex Option 5 recognising that the table is a 
simplification and there are “shades of grey” between each of the options. 

Options 1 to 3 sit with the train operator not the infrastructure manager which usually allocates train paths via the 
signalling and control system so there are no dynamic updates of Movement Authorities, changes to timetable or 
conflict resolution. 

Option 1 has relies on the least technology and Option 5 is the most complex requiring the most investment to 
extract the maximum energy savings, with a by product of better track utilisation. It is in effect a suburban 
equivalent of a Metro ATS/ATR system where the S&C Traffic Management System uses an energy 
management subsystem to optimise train running. Option 5 for a mixed traffic suburban railway with no 
homogenous rolling stock complicates the relatively simple and uniform metro type ATS/ATR operations. The 
linking of accurate train position information to movement authority generation via an energy optimisation system 
and presenting that information to the driver still requires the driver to consistently follow the advice so an ATO 
system would be essential to realise the full benefits. 

For all options the business case for investing in projects to minimise energy use has the most benefit for an 
integrated railway. 

5.3 ERTMS System as an enabling technology for the implementation of Driver Assist. 

In Australia ETCS/ERTMS/GSM-R systems are either in the planning phase or being implemented. ERTMS L2 
provides two way continuous communication to the Traffic Management System providing positioning information 
at a level of accuracy that a track circuit, axle counter or GPS cannot. The use of this position information can 
inform the Train Running Predictor - Automatic Route Setting System and timely Movement Authorities can be 
issued so that the driver is not constrained by restrictive speeds. 

The ERTMS DMI provides the ability to display Driver Assist type information [17] thus avoiding duplication in cab 
systems. The development of UNIFE interface specifications for both the DMI and the EVC/TIU should facilitate 
further integration of driver assist systems with ERTMS onboard systems.  

So is trying to save energy all too hard? Perhaps, the emphasis on reducing energy use ideally should flow from 
a greater weighting in project value management study requirements, an E (Energy) RAMS perhaps? Which 
would feed into the project lifecycle cost by demonstrating a reduction in the operational costs or not.  

6 CONCLUSION 

Is the investment in S&C infrastructure purely for energy reduction Worth the Candle?   

Energy savings would be more easily achieved in other railway systems other than S&C, like adopting LED 
platform lighting, turning off stabling traction power, driver education; these being opportunities already available 
and with a good ROI.  Adoption of Smart Grid metering across a railway organisation would allow these benefits 
to be quantified and justified. 

For S&C trackside systems it depends, a long term strategy of progressive signalling renewals with energy 
efficient equipment e.g. LED replacing lamps or removal of unnecessary transformation of energy and associated 
waste is a start. But, unless the underlying system architecture and performance is changed, perhaps would not 
improve energy consumption in any meaningful way.  

However removal of lineside equipment such as signals and train detection and using a cab signalling system is 
the step change that would make a meaningful reduction in S&C trackside energy use. 

The use of the S&C system to inform Driver Assist and ATO systems for energy minimisation would be worth the 
investment as it focusses on efficient movement of trains and will be likely to deliver befits in improved line 
capacity with existing track infrastructure. Duplication of Driver Assist type systems by Operators and 
Infrastructure Managers is not efficient from a whole of Rail Industry perspective as it provides a suboptimal 
solution.  

The best positioning from an energy use standpoint would be to really get to grips with the TMS in ERTMS 
however this introduces complexity and cost in the back office. Perhaps leveraging from investment in 
ETCS/GSM-R implementations happening around Australia along with using an ATO system that removes driver 
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variability would be the ultimate blend of energy management and capacity improvement. Is this investment in 
essentially metro type operation worth it for a suburban mixed traffic railway? 

It may be the only way for a really practical and sustainable future for S&C projects. 
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